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Propositions 

• Slow cortical oscillations do not seem to contribute functionally to low-level 

sensory sampling, but they may influence phoneme/syllable level representations 

indirectly. 

• Compared to typically reading adults, dyslexic readers are slower in establishing 

cortical tracking of hierarchical speech structures based on implicit statistical 

regularities.  

• During speech processing, the syllable-to-word integration process triggers a shift 

of the cortical theta-band network into a more integrated topology, and this effect 

is stronger in dyslexic readers. 

• Adults with dyslexia rely heavily on larger and familiar linguistic units during speech 

processing and show more bilaterally and anteriorly distributed slow cortical 

responses. 

• Cortical tracking of the language hierarchy involves a modality-specific processing 

of syllables and a relatively supra-modal construction of higher-order structures. 

• A large-scale brain system coordinating dynamic communication across 

anatomically dispersed areas and functionally specialized computations gives rise 

to human language. 

• For language comprehension, brain oscillations act both as discrete clocks to 

segment information, and as nested frameworks to integrate information. 

• Brain imaging and modulation tools can help to understand and facilitate 

incremental cognitive processes such as reading and learning. 

• A neuroscience-informed understanding of spoken- and written-language 

processing may shed light on the development of tailored intervention programs 

for dyslexic readers. 

• Silent virtues to Science: wake up with Curiosity, fall asleep with Patience. 

• 学而不思则罔，思而不学则殆。——《论语·为政》 

Learning without thinking leads to confusion; thinking without learning ends in 

danger.  — Confucius, Analects (2.15). 

 

 


